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About This Game

The Art of Fight is the fastest-paced multiplayer shooter in VR.
It uses a game-changing locomotion method that avoids motion sickness, allowing unparalleled 4v4 competitive battles online

or against configurable bots.

Being fond of virtual reality, we wanted to create a world dedicated to VR philosophy. Science-fiction and VR are full of good
storylines revolving around firefights. We strongly inspired ourselves from the universes of Matrix and Avalone to create our

very own world.

About the gameplay:
Each game is divided into 10 rounds (the winner is the first to get to 6; the game can also end with a draw at 5). Each round lasts

2 minutes with 40 seconds extra time when an objective is being disputed. For each new round, players receive money to buy
new gear (firearms, weapons, grenades, bulletproof vests, etc.). Survivors keep the gear they bought for the next round. One of
the teams' objective is to carry a virus to the infection zones. The opposing team has to recover the object before the first team
is able to carry out its mission. The game is made to be as realistic as possible when it comes to weapon control. For example,
you will need to reload your firearms yourselves (don’t forget to bring as many magazines on you as possible) and to properly

aim.
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For this project, we have developed a brand new natural motion technique. This technique is based on the observation that when
we walk our hands often move in the opposite direction of our feet. The player can “catch” the air by clicking on the “menu”

button of the controllers and “pull” or “push” their body in the intended direction. This allows the player to move in an intuitive
and comfortable manner (and prevents motion sickness) while being fast and agile and, most importantly, without ever ruining

the immersion.

For the most sensitive people, it is possible to display a “comfort capsule” which surrounds the player during fast moves. This
way, the player will not suffer from nausea as they will have the impression of being inside a cockpit, thus providing their brain

fixed reference points to rely on.

The game is also designed to be compatible with the majority of VR motion interfaces, such as 3D treadmills and other feet
controllers.

VR is a revolutionary technology and we want to create a FPS that shows exactly that. All your feedback is welcome and we will
take it into account while proceeding with the game development.
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TL:DR - Nothing to get exited over but worth a purchase!

Pros -
- Charming storyline and characters appealing to the "parody" genre.
- Colourful and humerous environment

Cons -
- Poor steering mechanics
- Poor combat mechanics
- No checkpoint system. You die it's back to the start of the mission!

Summed up - I mean, its a parody of a AAA franchise so it has been made this way for a reason. On sale I bought it for 39
pence and honestly if you have a spare 90 minutes to work with have a laugh!

Overall - 7/10. Quite good, if a bit short. Recomended.. Great game
Good voice acting (love British accents)
and the plot is good.. Fun take on Tower Defense with a cute, quirky art style. Definitely check it out if you are a fan of the
genre!. took me 17minutes.
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Wailing Heights is an unsual and attractive looking game with very original content. There were some good music references
and fun with the names of characters. I liked the overall look of the game, and the concept was interesting. Where I felt the
gameplay was let down a little was the repetativeness of certain elements.

There appeared to be two Acts to the game and I liked the idea of splitting these, as Act 2 felt like a new part to the game. But I
felt there should have been a final Act 3, maybe with a little more to do with finding 'the body.' Which seemed to become a
little redundant towards the end of the game.

The music was very original, and fair play to the writers and voice actors used. But the same music playing over and over did get
quite tedious after a while. Especially when I found myself waking up in the morning and the 'Betty the Banshee' one line on
repeat in my head. I maybe should have looked to see whether there was an option to turn off the music within the game. Also I
found the length in which it took to switch characters during the game started to annoy me a little. Especially when you had to
listen to the whole of the song each time. Lola's loves and hates are now etched into my brain.

Unfortunately this wasn't a game I really loved. It had its moments and some fun elements, but I found the gameplay repatative,
especially towards the end and the final part of it quite a let down. I would still recommend this for the price and it's original
content. Just I honestly have to say for me I would have liked a little more variety and some more streamlined elements.. As a
big player of FootBall Manager series, I am very disapointed by this game ...

This game looks like it has been developped more than 15 years ago, do not buy it more than 10 bucks ... it does not worth it's
current price.. Cyberoque - fun action with a side view. Recommend!. It could be the game i have ever dreamed. (FTL +
XCOM)
But, right now, it's too unripe.

i promise i will try it again, in the future.
in the developers i trust!. Behold the art of simplicity.
You can (and should) finish it in a single run.. Absolutely fantastic shmup
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